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GLOSSARY
power outage – a failure in the electricity system, leaving users without
electricity for a period of time
* The windstorm caused a power outage last night.
phone number – the series of seven or ten numbers that must be dialed to call
someone (three numbers for the area code and seven numbers for the phone
number itself)
* I gave him my phone number when we met last weekend, but he still hasn’t
called.
offhand – without needing to look for something or think about it for a long time;
without difficulty; right away; immediately
* I can’t find those papers offhand, but if you can give me a few minutes I’m sure
I’ll be able to find them.
address book – a small book where one writes other people’s names,
addresses, and telephone numbers
* I used to have an address book, but now I keep all the data on my computer
instead.
phone book – a large book that lists people’s and businesses’ names and phone
numbers in a particular area, given to the customers of a phone company for free
* The phone book has two sections: the white pages, which list phone numbers
alphabetically by name, and the yellow pages, which group businesses by type.
to program (something) into (something) – to save data in a cell phone or
similar electronic device
* I programmed my doctor’s phone number into my cell phone so that I always
have it with me in case of an emergency.
speed dial – a technology that allows you to automatically dial all seven or ten
numbers of a phone number by pressing just one single number
* My home phone has speed dial, so I just press “1” to call my wife, “2” to call the
office, and “3” to call my parents.
battery – a small device that stores electricity, so that electronics do not have to
be plugged into the wall
* This laptop computer has a battery, but it only lasts for about 40 minutes before
it needs to be recharged.
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Charles: I doubt it. There must be more than one Elizabeth Bennett in our area
code.
Jane: You’re probably right, but I’ll try anyway. Where’s the phone? Oh, here it
is. Why aren’t I getting a dial tone?
Charles: Try listening through the earpiece instead of the mouthpiece.
Jane: Oh, right. How do I dial 411 if I can’t see the keypad?
Charles: Hey, the power is back on!
Jane: Not a moment too soon!
[end of dialogue]
I can tell you name of our scriptwriter for this episode offhand, it’s Dr. Lucy Tse.
Thank you Lucy!
From Los Angeles, California, I’m Jeff McQuillan. Come back and listen to us
next time on ESL Podcast.
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